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~3000 visitors in 4 days
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Nice follow-up discussions!
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Workshops: Cloud chambers
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Workshops: Theremin with Dorit Chrysler
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Workshops: Fire Tokamak yourself!
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Shows: Physics in the freezer by Badminton School!
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Shows: Rock Guitar in 11 Dimensions by Mark Lewney!
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Talks: 16 different topics!
Accompanying activities
Additional ~1000 visitors reached!
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Feedback from visitors

- “Absolutely loved it. Makes me sorry I didn't go for PhD”

- “Fantastic! I am a layperson but it fascinates me and I would like to attend more talks at Colours 2020 at The Big Bang Stage. Thank you!”

- “Very clear, nice and funny talk. Thank you. Not just for it but also for the whole stage - very nice opportunity to extend knowledge in between concerts.”

- “It was much better than I expected”
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Feedback from visitors: Statistics
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Numbers

- 4000 visitors reached
- 28 hours of programme
- 38 organizers,
  6 institutions
- 11 000 EUR
- Countless amount of excitement!